Another Cost Effective Solution...  

We call it UniFlex™ because it unifies the flexo pre-press process with your process.

UniFlex™ unites computer graphics, our latest technology, and the best printing materials into a seamless, one-piece, durable, and highly accurate flexo plate. One that will set-up fast, hold tight register, print crisp and clean, and will match your graphics files.

The traditional plate-making process breaks apart the elements of your design, and then manually reunites them. Our unique process eliminates these steps and keeps the integrity of your design intact.

It also eliminates the use of glues, sticky back tapes, and sealers that compromise caliper and limit durability.

UniFlex™ will meet and exceed your process requirements both on-press and off. We make UniFlex™ in a wide variety of plate materials, thicknesses and plate/cushion combinations. Its unique construction is so durable that it can be laid flat, reverse curled, and even rolled tight for storage or shipping.
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